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The Need for Container
Security
The explosive growth of containers is not surprising — technologies such as Docker alleviate several
problems facing developers deploying applications. Developers need simple packaging, rapid
deployment, reduced environmental dependencies, support for microservices, and horizontal
scalability — all of which containers provide, which makes them very compelling. Yet this generic
model of packaged services, where the environment is designed to treat each container as a “unit of
service”, sharply reduces transparency and auditability (by design), and gives security pros
nightmares. We run more code and run it faster, but at a loss of transparency of what’s running
inside the container. It begs the question, “How can we introduce security without losing the benefits
of containers?”
IT and Security teams lack visibility into containers and have trouble validating them — both before
placing them into production, and when running in production. Their peers on the development team
are often disinterested in security, and cannot be bothered to provide reports and metrics. This is
essentially the same problem we have for application security in general: the people responsible for
the code are not incentivized to make security their problem, and the people who need to know
what’s going on lack visibility.
Containers are scaring the hell out of security pros because of their lack of transparency. The burden
of securing containers falls across Development, Operations, and Security teams — but these
groups are not always certain how to tackle the issues. This research is intended to aid security
practitioners, developers, and IT operations teams in selecting container security tools and
approaches. We will not go into great detail on how to secure apps in general here — we are limiting
ourselves to build, container management, deployment, platform, and runtime security issues that
arise with the use of containers. We will focus on Docker as the dominant container model, but the
vast majority of our security recommendations also apply to Cloud Foundry, Rocket, Google Pods,
and the like.
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Threats to Containers
To better understand why we recommend some container security controls, it helps to understand
what threats and models we are addressing. Some are known threats and issues, some are purely
lab proofs-of-concept, and others are threat vectors which attackers have yet to exploit — likely
because there is so much low-hanging fruit elsewhere.
So what are the primary threats to container environments?

Threats to the Build Environment
The first area that needs protection is the build environment. It’s not first on most people’s lists for
container security, but I start with it because it is the least secure, and the easiest place to insert
malicious code. Developers tend to loathe security in development, as it slows them down. This is
why there is an entire industry dedicated to test data management and masked data: developers
tend to perform an end-run around security whenever it slows their build and testing processes.
What kinds of threats are we talking about, specifically? Things like malicious or moronic source
code changes. Malicious or mistaken alterations to automated build controllers. Configuration scripts
with errors, or with exposed credentials. The addition of insecure libraries or down-reved/insecure
versions of existing code. We want to know if the runtime code has been scanned for vulnerabilities.
And we worry about failures to audit all the above and catch any errors.

Container Security
What the hell is in the container? What does it do? Is that even the correct version? These are
common questions from operations folks. They have no idea. Nor do they know if developers
included tools like ssh in the container so they can alter its contents on the fly. And just as troubling,
is the difficulty in mapping access rights to OS and host resources by the container, which can break
operational security and open up the entire stack to various attacks. Security folks are typically
unaware of what — if any — container hardening may have been performed. You want to know the
container’s contents have been patched, vetted, hardened, and registered prior to deployment.

Runtime Security Issues
We worry a container will attack or infect another container. We worry a container may quietly
exfiltrate data, or just exhibit other odd behavior. We have witnessed attacks where source code has
been extracted, and others where new images were added to registries — in both cases, platforms
were unprotected by identity and access management. We want to confirm that access to the
Docker client is sufficiently gated through access controls to limit who controls the runtime
environment. We worry thats containers have been running a long time, and not rotated to newer
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patched versions. We worry about whether the network has been properly configured to limit
damage from compromise. And we worry about attackers probing containers, looking for
vulnerabilities.

Platform Security Issues
Finally, the underlying platform’s security is a concern. The biggest concern is whether the OS is
configured correctly to restrict container access to the subsets of resources each needs, and to
effectively block everything else. We worry that a container will attack the underlying host OS or the
container engine. We worry that the container engine may not sufficiently buffer the underlying OS. If
an attack on the host platform succeeds it’s pretty much game over for that cluster of containers,
and you may have given malicious code sufficient resources to pivot and attack other systems.
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Securing the Build Pipeline
Most people fail to consider the build environment when thinking about container security, but it is
critical. The build environment is traditionally the domain of developers, and they don’t share a lot of
details with outsiders (meaning IT Operations and Security teams). But with Continuous Integration
(CI) or full Continuous Deployment (CD), automated application deployment warrants more review by
other teams before applications go into production. DevOps is rapidly breaking down barriers
between groups, even getting some security teams to contribute test scripts and configuration
updates. It also means that Operations, Quality Assurance, Release Management, and other groups
find themselves needing to cooperate on build automation scripts, and working together more
closely. Collaboration demands a more complex and distributed working environment with more
stakeholders. Better controls are needed to restrict who can alter the build environment and update
code, and an audit process to validate who did what.
Also keep in mind the reasons developers find containers so attractive. First, a container simplifies
building and packaging application code — abstracting the app from its physical environment — so
developers can worry about the application rather than its supporting systems. Second, the
container model promotes lightweight services, breaking large applications down into small pieces,
easing modification and scaling — especially in cloud and virtual environments. Finally, a very
practical benefit is that container startup is nearly instant, allowing agile scaling up and down in
response to demand. It is important to keep these in mind when considering security controls,
because any control that reduces one of these core advantages is likely to be either rejected or
ignored.
Build environment security breaks down into two basic areas. The first is access to and usage of the
basic tools which form the build pipeline — including source code control, build tools, the build
controller, container management facilities, and runtime access. At Securosis we often call this the
“management plane”, as these interfaces — whether API or GUI — are used to set access policies,
automate behaviors, and audit activity. Second is security testing of your code and the container,
validating it conforms to security and operational practices. Here we focus on the former.

Secure Build Tools
Let’s review the steps to protect your tools for automating and orchestrating container image
production. Specifically, we will outline how to protect build systems to ensure they implement the
build process you intended. This is conceptually simple but there are many pieces to the puzzle, so
implementation can get complicated.
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People call this Secure Software Delivery, Software Supply Chain Management, or Build Server
Security — take your pick. It manages the assemblage of tools which oversee and implement your
process. For our purposes these terms are equivalent.

Following is a list of recommendations for securing platforms in the build environment to ensure
secure container construction. We include tools from Docker and others to automate and
orchestrate source code, building, the Docker engine, and the repository. For each tool you will
select some combination of identity management, roles, platform segregation, secure storage of
sensitive data, network encryption, and event logging.

•

Source Code Control: Stash, Git, GitHub, and several variants are common. Source code
control has a wide audience because it is now common for Security, Operations, and
Quality Assurance to all contribute code, tests, and configuration data. Distributed access
means all traffic should run over SSL or VPN connections. User roles and access levels are
essential for controlling who can do what, but we recommend requiring token-based or
certificate-based authentication, or two-factor authentication at a minimum for all
administrative access.

•

Build Tools and Controllers: The vast majority of development teams we spoke with use
build controllers like Bamboo and Jenkins, with these platforms becoming an essential part
of their automated build processes. These provide many pre-, post-, and intra-build options,
and can link to a myriad of other facilities. This is great for integration but potentially
complicates security. We suggest full network segregation of the build controller system(s),
and locking network connections to limit what can communicate with the build controller. If
you can, deploy build servers as on-demand containers without administrative access — to
ensure standardization of the build environment and consistency of new containers. We
recommend you limit access to the build controllers as tightly as possible, and leverage
built-in features to restrict capabilities when developers need access. We also suggest
locking down configuration and control data to prevent tampering with build controller
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behavior. We recommend keeping any sensitive data, such as ssh keys, API access keys,
database credentials, and the like in a secure database or data repository (such as a key
manager, .dmg file, or vault) and pulling credentials on demand to ensure sensitive data
never sits on-disk unprotected. Finally, enable the build controller’s built-in logging facilities
or logging add-ons, and stream output to a secure location for auditing.
•

Docker: You will use Docker — and the Docker client — as tools for pre-production as well
as production, building the build environment and test environments to vet new containers.
As with build controllers like Jenkins, you’ll want to limit Docker access in the build
environment to specific container administrator accounts. Limit network access to accept
content only from the build controller system(s) and whatever trusted repository or registry
you use. Make sure the Docker client’s access is limited to just the build environment (not
production), Finally, ensure that the registries and the client require IAM credentials to limit
who can control the build or add images.
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Securing Container Contents
Testing your code and components within the container, and verifying that both conform to security
and operational practices, are central. One of the major advances over the last year or so is the
introduction of security features for the software supply chain, from both Docker itself and a handful
of third-party vendors. The solutions all focus on slightly different threats to container construction,
with Docker providing tools to certify that containers have made it through your process, while thirdparty tools focus on vetting container contents. So Docker provides things like process controls,
digital signing services to verify chain of custody, and creation of a bill of materials based on known
trusted libraries. In contrast, third-party tools harden container inputs, analyze resource usage,
perform static code analysis, analyze the composition of libraries, and check against known malware
signatures; they can then perform granular policy-based container delivery based on these results.
You need a combination of both.

Container Validation and Security Testing

•

Runtime User Credentials: We could go into great detail here about user IDs and
Namespace views and resource allocation, but instead let’s focus on the most important
thing: don’t run the container processes as root, as that provides attackers access to the
underlying kernel and a path to attack other containers or the Docker engine itself. We
recommend using specific user ID mappings with restricted permissions for each class of
container. We understand that roles and permissions change over time, which requires
some work to keep kernel views up to date, but this provides a failsafe to limit access to OS
resources and virtualization features underlying the Docker engine.

•

Security Unit Tests: Unit tests are a great way to run focused test cases against specific
modules of code — typically created as your development teams find security and other
bugs — without needing to build the entire product every time. They cover things such as
XSS and SQLi testing of known attacks against test systems. Additionally, the body of tests
grows over time, providing a regression testbed to ensure that vulnerabilities do not creep
back in. During our research we were surprised to learn that many teams run unit security
tests from Jenkins. Even though most are moving to microservices, fully supported by
containers, they find it easier to run these tests earlier in the cycle. We recommend unit tests
somewhere in the build process to help validate the code in containers is secure.
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•

Code Analysis: A number of third-party products perform automated binary and white box
testing, rejecting the build if critical issues are discovered. We recommend you implement
code scans to verify the code you build into containers is secure. Many newer tools have full
RESTful API integration within the software delivery pipeline. These tests usually take a bit
longer to run but still fit within a CI/CD deployment framework.

•

Composition Analysis: A useful technique is to check library and supporting code against
the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) database to determine whether you are
using vulnerable code. Docker and a number of third parties provide tools for checking
common libraries against the CVE database, and they can be integrated into your build
pipeline. Developers are not typically security experts, and new vulnerabilities are discovered
in common tools weekly, so an independent checker to validate components of your
container stack is essential.

•

Resource Usage Analysis: What resources does the container use? What external
systems and utilities does it depend upon? To manage the scope of what containers can
access, third-party tools can monitor runtime access to environment resources both inside
and outside the container. Usage analysis is basically automated review of resource
requirements. This is useful in a number of ways — especially for firms moving from a
monolithic architecture to microservices. They help developers understand what references
they can remove from their code, and help Operations narrow down roles and access
privileges.

•

Hardening: Over and above making sure what you use is free of known vulnerabilities,
there are other tricks for securing applications before deployment. One is to check the
contents of the container and remove items which are unused or unnecessary, reducing
attack surface. Don’t leave hard-coded passwords, keys, or other sensitive items in the
container — this makes things easy for you, but much easier for attackers. Some firms use
manual scans for this, while others leverage tools to automate scanning.

•

App Signing and Chain of Custody: As mentioned earlier, automated builds include many
steps and small tests, each of which validates that some action was taken to prove code or
container security. You want to ensure that the entire process was followed, and that
somewhere along the way some well-intentioned developer did not subvert the process with
untested code. Docker now provides the means to sign code segments at different phases
of the development process, along with tools to validate the signature chain. While the code
should be checked prior to being placed into a registry or container library, the work of
signing images and containers happens during build. You will need to create specific keys
for each phase of the build, sign code snippets on test completion but before code is sent
on to the next step in the process, and — most importantly — keep these keys secured so
attackers cannot create their own trusted code signatures. This gives you some assurance
that the vetting process proceeded as intended.
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Container Runtime Security
Unlike the tools and processes discussed in previous sections, here we focus on containers in
production systems. This includes which images are moved into production repositories, selecting
and running containers, and the security of underlying host systems.

Runtime Security
•

The Control Plane: Our first order of business is ensuring the security of the control plane
— the platforms for managing host operating systems, the scheduler, the container client,
engine(s), the repository, and any additional deployment tools. Again, as we advised for
container build environment security, we recommend limiting access to specific
administrative accounts: one with responsibility for operating and orchestrating containers
and another for system administration (including patching and configuration management).
We recommend network and physical segregation (on-premise) or logical segregation (for
cloud and virtual systems). The good news is there are several third-party tools which offer
full identity and access management, LDAP/AD integration, and token-based SSO (i.e.:
SAML) across systems.

•

Running the Right Image: We recommend establishing a trusted image repository and
ensuring that your production environment can only pull containers from that trusted source.
Ad hoc container management is a good way to facilitate bypassing security controls, so we
recommend scripting the process to avoid manual
intervention and ensure that the latest certified
container is always selected. Second, you will want
to check application signatures prior to putting
containers into the repository. Trusted repository
and registry services can help by rejecting
containers which are not properly signed.
Fortunately many options are available, so find one
you like. Keep in mind that if you build many containers each day, a manual process will
quickly break down. You’ll need to automate the work and enforce security policies in
scripts. It is okay to have more than one image repository — if you are running across
multiple cloud environments, there are advantages to leveraging the native registry in each.
Beware discrepancies between platforms, which can create security gaps.
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•

Container Validation and BOM: What’s in the container? What code is running in your
production environment? How long ago did you build this container image? These are
common questions when something goes awry. In case of container compromise, a very
practical question is: how many containers are currently running this software bundle? One
recommendation — especially for teams which don’t perform much code validation during
the build process — is to leverage scanning tools to check pre-built containers for common
vulnerabilities, malware, root account usage, bad libraries, and so on. If you keep containers
around for weeks or months, it is entirely possible that a new vulnerability has since been
discovered, so the container is now suspect. Second, we recommend using the Bill of
Materials capabilities available in some scanning tools to catalog container contents. This
helps you identify other potentially vulnerable containers, and to scope remediation efforts.

•

Input Validation: At startup containers accept parameters, configuration files, credentials,
JSON, and scripts. In some more aggressive scenarios, ‘agile’ teams shove new code
segments into a container as input variables, making existing containers behave in fun new
ways. You must ensure that each container receives the correct user and group IDs to map
to the assigned view at the host layer. Validate that other inputs are suitable and satisfy
policy, either manually or using a third-party security tool. This can help prevent someone
from forcing a container to misbehave, or simply prevent developers from making dumb
mistakes.

•

Container Group Segmentation: Docker does not provide container-level restriction on
which containers can communicate with other containers, systems, hosts, IPs, etc. Basic
network security is insufficient to prevent one container from attacking another, calling out to
a Command and Control botnet, or other malicious behavior. If you are using a cloud
services provider, you can leverage their security zones and virtual network capabilities to
segregate containers and specify what they are allowed to communicate with, over which
ports. If you are working on-premise we recommend you investigate products which enable
you to define network or container ‘zones’. This way each application has an analogue to a
security group, which enables you to specify which inbound and outbound ports are
accessible to and from which IPs, and which container groups can communicate with one
another, even deployed atop the same Docker engine.

•

Blast Radius: An good option when running containers in cloud services, particularly IaaS
clouds, is to run different containers under different cloud user accounts. This limits the
resources available to any given container. If an account or container set is compromised
the same cloud service restrictions which prevent tenants from interfering with each other
limit damage between accounts and projects. For more information see our reference
material on limiting blast radius with user accounts.
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Platform Security
In Docker’s early years when people talked about ‘container’ security they were really talking about
how to secure the Linux operating system under Docker. Security was more about platform and
traditional OS security. If an attacker gained control of the host OS they could pretty much take
control of anything they wanted in containers. The problem
was that security of containers, their contents, and even the
Docker engine were largely overlooked. This is one reason we
focused our research on ways to make containers — and the
tools that build them — secure.
Any discussion of container security needs to tackle OS
security, but as it is a broad subject, a complete discussion is
beyond the scope of this research paper. We cover the basics
here, but encourage you to leverage the huge amount of
quality documentation available on-line, most focused on
specific operating systems and container types.

•

Kernel Hardening: Docker security depends fundamentally on limiting container access to
underlying operating system resources. While the container engine must run at the root
user, you containers must not! The resource isolation model to make this happen is built on
a virtual map called Namespaces, which maps specific users and groups to subsets of
resources (e.g.: networks, files, IPC, etc.) within their Namespace. You will create specific
user IDs for containers and/or group IDs for different classes of containers, and then assign
IDs to containers at runtime. A container is then limited to the resources assigned to it’s
group. To ‘harden’ a kernel, start with a secure kernel variant, strip out any unwanted
services and features, and then configure Namespaces to segregate and limit resource
access. It is essential to select an OS platform which supports Namespaces to constrain
which kernel resources the container can access, and to control user/group resource
utilization. Don’t mix Docker and non-Docker services — the trust models don’t align
correctly. You will want to script setup and configuration of your kernel deployments to
ensure consistency. Periodically review your settings as operating system security
capabilities evolve.

•

Docker Engine: Docker security has come a long way,
and the Docker engine can now perform a lot of the
“heavy lifting” for container security. The engine helps
protect itself, virtualization libraries (such as
libcontainer, libvirt, and LXC) and the underlying
operating system. Docker now has full support for
Linux kernel features including Namespaces and
Control Groups (cgroups) to limit containers and
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container types to a specific ‘view’ of OS resources. The Docker engine runs as root, so
you must configure Namespaces to limit container access and initialize containers with the
correct user IDs. We recommend additional isolation via Linux kernel features such as
SELinux or AppArmor, on top of GRSEC compatible kernels. While the Docker engine is
fairly secure itself, you will need to ensure proper configuration of just about every other
resource in the stack.
•

Container Isolation: We have discussed resource isolation at the kernel level, but you
should also isolate Docker engine/OS groups and their containers at the network layer. For
container isolation we recommend mapping groups of mutually trusted containers to
separate machines and/or network security groups. For containers running critical services
or management tools, consider running a limited number of containers per VM and group
them by trust level/workload or grouping them into into a dedicated cloud VPC to limit
attack surface and minimize an attacker’s ability to pivot should a service or container be
compromised. In extreme cases you can consider one container per VM or physical server
for on-premise applications, but this defeats some benefits of using containers atop virtual
infrastructure.

Platform security for containers is a huge field, and we have only scratched the surface. If you want
to learn more, OS platform providers, Docker, and many third-party security providers offer best
practices, research papers, and blogs with in great detail, often detailing issues with specific
operating systems.
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Monitoring and Auditing
We close out this research paper with two key areas to highlight: Monitoring and Auditing. We want
to draw additional attention to these items because they are essential to security programs, but with
sporadic coverage on security blogs and in the press. Additionally, most Development and Security
teams are not aware of the variety of monitoring options, and we have seen many misconceptions
and downright fear about auditing.

Monitoring
Every security control we have discussed so far has to do with preventative security. Essentially
these are security efforts that remove vulnerabilities, or make it hard from anyone to exploit them. We
address known attack vectors with well-understood responses such as patching, secure
configuration, and encryption. But vulnerability scans can only take you so far. What about issues
you are not expecting? What if a new attack variant gets by your security controls, or a trusted
employee makes a mistake? This is where monitoring comes in: it’s how you discover the
unexpected stuff. Monitoring is critical to a security program — it’s how you learn what is effective,
track what’s really happening in your environment, and detect what’s broken.
For container security it is no less important, but today it’s not
something you get from Docker or any other container provider.
Monitoring tools work by first collecting events, and then examining
them in relation to security policies. The events may be requests
for hardware resources, IP-based communication, API requests to
other services, or sharing information with other containers. Policy
types are varied. We may have deterministic policies, such as
which users and groups can terminate resources, which containers
are disallowed from making external HTTP requests, or what
services a container is allowed to run. Or we may have dynamic —
also called ‘behavioral’ — policies, which prevent issues such as
containers calling undocumented ports, using 50% more memory
resources than typical, or uncharacteristically exceeding runtime
parameter thresholds. Combining deterministic white and black list
policies with dynamic behavior detection provides the best of both
worlds, enabling you to detect both simple policy violations and unexpected variations from the
ordinary.
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We strongly recommend that your security program include monitoring container activity. Today, a
couple container security vendors offer monitoring products. Popular evaluation criteria for
differentiating products and determining suitability include:

•

Deployment Model: How does the product collect events? What events and API calls can
it collect for inspection? Typically these products use either of two models for deployment:
an agent embedded in the host OS, or a fully privileged container-based monitor running in
the Docker environment. How difficult is it to deploy collectors? Do the host-based agents
require a host reboot to deploy or update? You will need to assess what type of events can
be captured.

•

Policy Management: You will need to evaluate how easy it is to build new policies — or
modify existing ones — within the tool. You will want to see a standard set of security
policies from the vendor to help speed up deployment, but over the lifetime of the product,
you will stand up and manage your own policies, so ease of management is key to your
long-term happiness.

•

Behavioral Analysis: What, if any, behavioral analysis capabilities are available? How
flexible are they, meaning what types of data can be used in policy decisions? Behavioral
analysis requires starting with system monitoring to determine ‘normal’ behavior. The prebuilt criteria for detecting aberrations are often limited to a few sets of indicators, such as
user ID or IP address, but more advanced tools offer a dozen or more choices. The more
you have available — such as system calls, network ports, resource usage, image ID, and
inbound and outbound connectivity — the more flexible your controls can be.

•

Activity Blocking: Does the vendor provide the capability to block requests or activity? It is
useful to block policy violations and in order to ensure containers behave as intended. Care
is required, as these policies can disrupt new functionality, causing friction between
Development and Security, but blocking is invaluable for maintaining Security’s control over
what containers can do.

•

Platform Support: You will need to verify your monitoring tool supports the OS platforms
you use (CentOS, CoreOS, SUSE, Red Hat, etc.) and the orchestration tool (such as
Swarm, Kubernetes, Mesos, or ECS) of your choice.

Audit and Compliance
What happened with the last build? Did we remove sshd from that container? Did we add the new
security tests to Jenkins? Is the latest build in the repository?
Many of you reading this may not know the answer off the top of your head, but you know where to
get it: log files. Git, Jenkins, JFrog, Docker, and just about every development tool you use creates
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log files, which we use to figure out what happened — and often what went wrong. There are
people outside Development — namely Security and Compliance — who have similar securityrelated questions about what is going on with the container environment, and whether security
controls are functioning. Logs are how you get these external teams the answers they need.
Most of the earlier sections in this paper, such as build environment and runtime security, have
associated compliance requirements. These may be externally mandated like PCI-DSS or GLBA, or
internal security requirements from internal audit or security teams. Either way the auditors will want
to see that security controls are in place and working. And no, they won’t just take your word for it
— they will want to see audit reports for specific event types relevant to their audit. Similarly, if your
company has a Security Operations Center, in order to investigate alerts or determine whether a
breach has occurred, they will want to see all system and activity logs over a period of time in order
to reconstruct events. You really don’t want to get too deep into this stuff — just get them the data
they want and let them worry about the details.
The good news is that most of what you need is already in place. During our investigation for this
series we did not speak with any firms which did not have Splunk, log storage, or SIEM on-premise,
and in many cases all three were available. Additionally the vast majority of code repositories, build
controllers, and container management systems — specifically the Docker runtime and Docker
Trusted Registry — produce event logs, in formats which can be consumed by various log
management and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems without modification.
As do most third-party security tools for image validation and monitoring. You will need to determine
how easy this is to leverage. Some simply dump syslog-format information into a directory, and it’s
up to you to drop this into a Splunk, an S3 bucket, Loggly, or your SIEM tool. In other cases —
most, actually — you can specify CEF, JSON, or some other format, and the tools can automatically
link to the SIEM of your choice, sending events as they occur.
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Summary
If you spend long enough in the security industry you see several patterns repeat over and over
again. One is how each hot new tech becomes all the rage, finds its way into your data center, and
before you have a chance to fully understand how it works, someone labels it “business critical”.
That’s about when security and operations teams get mandated to secure that hot new technology.
The good news is that Docker has reached that point in its evolutionary cycle where security is
important to Docker customers, so it has become important to Docker as well. They have now
implemented a full set of IAM capabilities: identity management, authentication, authorization, and
(usually) single sign-on or federation — along with encrypted communications to secure data in
transit. And they fully support Namespaces to lock down kernel resources.
These security controls are of critical importance, but only account for a small part of the overall
security picture. Enterprises expect and require much more; configuration analysis, software
assessment, monitoring, logging, encryption for data at rest, development environment security, and
so on. Your security program will need a mixture of Docker and third-party solutions to fill in gaps,
and will need to cover much more that just the Docker runtime environment. It’s still early days for
container security, and both tools and process adjustments needed are not fully understood, but
there the majority of what you need to deliver and manage container security is available today.
If you have any questions on this topic, or want to discuss your situation specifically, feel free to send
us a note at info@securosis.com.
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to providing high-value, pragmatic advisory services. Our services include:
• Primary research publishing: We currently release the vast majority of our research for free
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can be sponsored for distribution on an annual basis. All published materials and
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